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Flavor Physics and CP violation

Gino Isidori
[ University of Zürich ]

I. Introduction

II. The CKM matrix and neutral meson mixing

III. Rare B and K decays

IV. Flavor Physics beyond the SM



From yesterday's lecture 

The Standard Model as an Effective Theory

Basics of EFT
The flavor problem

Rare FCNC decays

Generalities
Penguin diagrams
The observation of Bs → μμ

The search for K → πνν

III. Rare K and B decays
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At present, measurements of sides and angels of the CKM unitarity triangle show 
a remarkable success of the SM (redundant and consistent determination of 
various CKM elements):

From yesterday's lecture
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This is somehow surprising given what we discussed in the first lecture, when we 
stated that the SM cannot be the “end of the story”...

The Higgs mechanism does not solve the problem of why each particle 
has a different mass (it does not allow us to predict/compute particle 
masses) and this is why we suspect it is only an effective description of 
something more fundamental.

Within the SM, Flavor Physics is completely controlled by the Yukawa 
couplings that, in turn, are fixed by the fermion masses. But in general, 
when going beyond the SM, this might be no longer true.

What are we learning about physics beyond the SM from the good 
consistency of CKM fits?

To answer in a quantitative way we need to introduce the concept of 
“The SM as an Effective Field Theory” 

From yesterday's lecture



The SM as an Effective Theory 
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  +   “heavy fields” 

ℒSM  = “renormalizable” part of ℒeff

All possible operators with d ≤ 4, 
compatible with the gauge symmetry, 
depending only on the “light fields” of the system

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).

 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

The SM as an effective theory
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In QFT the only “free” unit of measure is energy

All physical quantities are expressed in terms of energy be means of the 
fundamental couplings c and h, which are embedded in the theory.

c = velocity ~ Space / Time h = action ~ Time × Energy
 

 Time ↔ Energy  via h [ T = h / E ]
Space ↔ Energy  via hc [ S = hc / E  ]
 Mass ↔ Energy  via c [ M = E / c2 ]
 

Basics of effective QFT
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--
- -

-

-

Since we are a bit lazy... we often set h=c=1 and report all physical quantities 
In units of energy 



 ℒ

All terms in the Lagrangian must have energy dimension equal to 4 (d=4).

This defines the “energy dimensions” of the fields, 
starting from their kinetic terms:

Scalar field:  ∂μϕ ∂μϕ 

Fermion field:      ψ ∂μψ 

d[ϕ] = 1

d[ψ] = 3/2

Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

All the other terms in the Lagrangian must have couplings with appropriate 
energy dimension to compensate the dimensions of the fields 

S=∫ d 4 x =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)

E-4



S=∫ d 4 x ℒ =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)

Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

mϕ
2 ϕ2,    mψ ψ ψ, ...    

E.g.: mass terms



 ℒ

Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

mϕ
2 ϕ2,    

d=4 

mψ ψ ψ, ...    

g Aμ ψ γμψ,   λ ϕ4, ... 

d < 4
The operators with d≤4 are what we 
call the  “renormalizable” terms in the 
Lagrangian 

Dimension of the operator 
(coupling excluded)

Only few terms
Scattering amplitudes ( ↔ contributions to 
the action) well behaved at high energies   

S=∫ d 4 x =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)



Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

mϕ
2 ϕ2,    

d=4 

mψ ψ ψ, ...    

g Aμ ψ γμψ,   λ ϕ4, ... 

d < 4

Dimension of the operator 
(coupling excluded)

Only few terms
Scattering amplitudes ( ↔ contributions to 
the action) well behaved at high energies   

Contributions to scattering amplitudes:

mϕ
2

 E2    

g(E),  λ(E)    

mψ

E    
dominant at low energies

potentially relevant at all energies

S=∫ d 4 x ℒ =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)



Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

mϕ
2 ϕ2,    

d=4 

mψ ψ ψ, ...    

g Aμ ψ γμψ,   λ ϕ4, ... 

d < 4

Contributions to scattering amplitudes:

mϕ
2

 E2    

g(E),  λ(E)    

mψ

E    
dominant at low energies

potentially relevant at all energies

   (ψ γμψ)2,         ϕ6, ... 1 

Λ2
1 

Λ2
d > 4 E2

Λ2

irrelevant at low energies, but bad UV behavior 

S=∫ d 4 x ℒ =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)



Basics of effective QFT
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The properties of the fields are determined by the action (somehow like 
in classical field theory via the action principle...)
 

mϕ
2 ϕ2,    

d=4 

mψ ψ ψ, ...    

g Aμ ψ γμψ,   λ ϕ4, ... 

d < 4

Contributions to scattering amplitudes:

   (ψ γμψ)2, ... 1 

Λ2
d > 4

Terms of this type can be the indirect 
effect of the exchange of some heavy 
new particles (as in the Fermi theory)

g2

q2 - M2
g2

M2
1

Λ2=

S=∫ d 4 x ℒ =  action = a-dimensional number (setting h=1)



  +   “heavy fields” 

ℒSM  = “renormalizable” part of ℒeff

All possible operators with d ≤ 4, 
compatible with the gauge symmetry, 
depending only on the “light fields” of the system

 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

The SM as an effective theory
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The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).



  +   Σ         On
(d) (ϕ, Aa, ψi) 

cn  

Λd-4
 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

Operators of d ≥ 5 containing SM fields only 
(compatible with the SM gauge symmetry)

heavy 
dynamics 

SM field

SM field SM field

SM field

This is the most general 
parameterization of 
the new (heavy) degrees of 
freedom, as long as we do 
not have enough energy to 
directly produce them.

ℒSM  = renormalizable part of ℒeff
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The SM as an effective theory

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).



  +   Σ         On
(d) (ϕ, Aa, ψi) 

cn  

Λd-4
 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

An indication for the scale where we expect new degrees of freedom comes from 
the only d=2 term in this Lagrangian, namely from the Higgs sector.

μ2
   ϕ

+ ϕ μ2
(tree)

= ½ mh
2 = O(100 GeV2)

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).
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The SM as an effective theory

μ2
  ϕ

+ϕ M2
  ϕ

+ϕ 

 quantum 

corrections



  +   Σ         On
(d) (ϕ, Aa, ψi) 

cn  

Λd-4
 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

An indication for the scale where we expect new degrees of freedom comes from 
the only d=2 term in this Lagrangian, namely from the Higgs sector.

μ2
   ϕ

+ ϕ 

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).
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The SM as an effective theory

In order for the theory to be “natural” we should expect some new degrees of 
freedom not far from the TeV scale to stabilize (i.e.to somehow “screen”) the 
Higgs mass term.

Λ2
   ϕ

+ ϕ 
 quantum 

corrections



  +   Σ         On
(d) (ϕ, Aa, ψi) 

cn  

Λd-4
 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

Which is the energy scale of New 
Physics (or the value of Λ)

Which is the symmetry structure  
of the new degrees of freedom     
(or the structure of the cn)

Two key questions of particle physics today:

High-energy searches        
[the high-energy frontier] 

High-precision measurements 
[the high-intensity frontier] 

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).
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The SM as an effective theory



  +   Σ         On
(d) (ϕ, Aa, ψi) 

cn  

Λd-4
 ℒeff  =  ℒgauge (Aa, ψi)   +   ℒHiggs(ϕ, Aa, ψi )    

Which is the energy scale of New 
Physics (or the value of Λ)

Which is the symmetry structure  
of the new degrees of freedom     
(or the structure of the cn)

Two key questions of particle physics today:

High-energy searches        
[the high-energy frontier] 

High-precision measurements 
[the high-intensity frontier] 

The modern point of view on the SM Lagrangian is that is only the low-energy 
limit of a more complete theory, or an effective theory.

New degrees of freedom are expected at a scale Λ around or above the Fermi scale 
(i.e. around or above the Higgs vacuum expectation value).
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The SM as an effective theory

Key role of flavor physics



(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    ANP

_

The flavor problem

A systematic data-theory comparison, allowing for possible New Physics effects, 
has been completed for all ΔF=2 observables (meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 
→ no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, depending on the amplitude)   
→ this can be translated into quantitative bounds on couplings and masses of 
possible new particles 
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Measurable with 
high accuracy

(time evolution of
neutral mesons) 

SM contribution
(calculable with high 

accuracy) 



(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    cNP

1  

Λ2
 

_

The list of dimension 6 ops. 
includes (bL

 γμ dL )
2  that contributes 

to Bd mixing at the tree-level 

bL dL
ρ'bd

dL bL

Possible dynamical origin:

The flavor problem

_
 ℒeff = ℒSM   +  Σn         On

(6) cn  

Λ2

A systematic data-theory comparison, allowing for possible New Physics effects, 
has been completed for all ΔF=2 observables (meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 
→ no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, depending on the amplitude)   
→ this can be translated into quantitative bounds on couplings and masses of 
possible new particles 
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 ℒeff = ℒSM

 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    cNP

1  

Λ2
 

   +  Σn         On
(6) cn  

Λ2The list of dimension 6 ops. 
includes (bL

 γμ dL )
2  that contributes 

to Bd mixing at the tree-level 

N.B.: In Kaon physics the CKM suppression is even stronger:

   Bs-mix.: Vtb
*Vts ~ λ2 Bd-mix.: Vtb

*Vtd ~ λ3 K-mix: Vts
*Vtd  ~ λ5

_

A systematic data-theory comparison, allowing for possible New Physics effects, 
has been completed for all ΔF=2 observables (meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 
→ no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, depending on the amplitude)   
→ this can be translated into quantitative bounds on couplings and masses of 
possible new particles 

(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

_

The flavor problem
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cNP

Serious conflict with the expectation of new physics around the TeV scale, 
to stabilize the electroweak sector of the SM [ The flavour problem ]

 ~ 1

 ~ 1(16π2)

Λ     2×104 TeV [K]

Λ     2×103 TeV [K]

treestrong + generic flavor

loop + generic flavor
>~

>~

Data vs. SM predictions → no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, 
depending on the amplitude) → serious constraint for any New Physics model.

The flavor problem
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 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    cNP

1  

Λ2
 

(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

_



 ~ 1

 ~ 1(16π2)

treestrong + generic flavor

loop + generic flavor

 ~ (Vti
*Vtj)2

 ~ (Vti
*Vtj)2(16π2)

Λ    5 TeV [K & B]

Λ    0.5 TeV [K & B]

treestrong + “alignment”

loop + “alignment”
>~

>~
cNP

Λ     2×104 TeV [K]

Λ     2×103 TeV [K]>~

>~

Data vs. SM predictions → no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, 
depending on the amplitude) → serious constraint for any New Physics model.

The flavor problem
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 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    cNP

1  

Λ2
 

(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

_



 ~ 1

 ~ 1(16π2)

treestrong + generic flavor

loop + generic flavor

 ~ (yt Vti
*Vtj)2(16π2)

Λ    5 TeV [K & B]

Λ    0.5 TeV [K & B]

treestrong + “alignment”

loop + “alignment”
>~

>~
cNP

Λ     2×104 TeV [K]

Λ     2×103 TeV [K]>~

>~

Comparable to the scales directly probed at the LHC
and still compatible with a natural Higgs physics 

Data vs. SM predictions → no significant deviations (at the 5%-30% level, 
depending on the amplitude) → serious constraint for any New Physics model.

The flavor problem
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 M(Bd−Bd)  ~          +    cNP

1  

Λ2
 

(Vtb
*Vtd)2

16π2mW
2
 

_

 ~ (Vti
*Vtj)2



     +  Σ          Oij
(6) ℒeff  =  ℒSM

 cij 

Λ2

Either NP is very heavy (and unnatural)...   

The flavor problem
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     +  Σ          Oij
(6) ℒeff  =  ℒSM

 cij 

Λ2

Either NP is very heavy...   ort   it has a non-trivial flavor-breaking pattern...

The flavor problem
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Can we build NP models where the alignment with the CKM occurs 
“naturally?

Does this shed light on the origin of fermion masses and CKM hierarchies?

Can we see deviations from the SM with more precise measurements?    
If yes, where?    

New flavor-breaking sources at the TeV scale (if any) are highly tuned

The flavor problem
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Rare K and B decays are potentially interesting 
candidates    

New flavor-breaking sources at the TeV scale (if any) are highly tuned

The flavor problem
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Can we build NP models where the alignment with the CKM occurs 
“naturally?

Does this shed light on the origin of fermion masses and CKM hierarchies?

Can we see deviations from the SM with more precise measurements?    
If yes, where?    

We'll come back on these 2 points tomorrow...   



Rare K and B decays 
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Generalities

Rare decays mediated by Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) amplitudes 
are, in principle, a very interesting probe of flavor dynamics beyond the SM 
(somehow complementary to the meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 

b                  s

 u,c,t

Z, γ

e+                 e-

W

No SM tree-level contribution

Strong suppression within the SM 
because of CKM hierarchy

Leptons involved (contrary to ΔF=2)
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Generalities

Rare decays mediated by Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) amplitudes 
are, in principle, a very interesting probe of flavor dynamics beyond the SM 
(somehow complementary to the meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 

No SM tree-level contribution

Strong suppression within the SM 
because of CKM hierarchy

Leptons involved (contrary to ΔF=2)

However, it is not always easy to 
evaluate the SM amplitude precisely...

Not all “penguin diagrams” 
looks the same... 

q

b                  s

 u,c,t

Z, γ

e+                 e-

W

B KQCD
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Generalities

Rare decays mediated by Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) amplitudes 
are, in principle, a very interesting probe of flavor dynamics beyond the SM 
(somehow complementary to the meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes) 

No SM tree-level contribution

Strong suppression within the SM 
because of CKM hierarchy

Leptons involved (contrary to ΔF=2)

However, it is not always easy to 
evaluate the SM amplitude precisely...

Not all “penguin diagrams” 
looks the same... actually they also 
barely looks like “penguins”, 
but this is another story... 

q

b                  s

 u,c,t

Z, γ

e+                 e-

W

B KQCD



Penguin diagrams

The true story of the name...
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[ omissis (*) ]

 (*) Here John describe as he got “inspired”...



Penguin diagrams
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Not all “penguin diagrams” are the same... 

b                       s

t

Z

 e, μ,ν         e, μ, ν            

W

Very “clean” [top quark]

b                       s

simple (Fermi-like)
Interaction



Penguin diagrams
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Not all “penguin diagrams” are the same... 

b                       s

t

Z

 e, μ,ν         e, μ, ν            

W

u,c,t

W

γ

Very “clean” [top quark] Less “clean” [charm quark]

 e, μ          e, μ         

g

th. error = O(1%) th. error = O(10%)



Penguin diagrams
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Not all “penguin diagrams” are the same... 

b                       s

t

Z

 e, μ,ν         e, μ, ν            

W

u,c,t

W

γ

Very “clean” [top quark] Less “clean” [charm quark]

 e, μ          e, μ         

g

th. error = O(1%) th. error = O(10%)

“dirty” 

u,c,t

W

g

 q           q

th. error = O(100%)



Penguin diagrams
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Not all “penguin diagrams” are the same... and correspondingly not all rare 
decays are equally interesting...

b                       s

t

Z

 e, μ,ν         e, μ, ν            

W

u,c,t

W

γ

Very “clean” [top quark] Less “clean” [charm quark] “dirty” 

u,c,t

W

g

 q           q
 e, μ          e, μ         

g

Bs,d
 → μμ

B → Kνν,  K →πνν
B → Kμμ,  B → Kee

B → K*μμ,  B → K*ee 
B → Kπ   

+ many others 



Penguin diagrams
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Not all “penguin diagrams” are the same... and correspondingly not all rare 
decays are equally interesting...

b                       s

t

Z

 e, μ,ν         e, μ, ν            

W

u,c,t

W

γ

Very “clean” [top quark] Less “clean” [charm quark] “dirty” 

u,c,t

W

g

 q           q
 e, μ          e, μ         

g

Bs,d
 → μμ

B → Kνν,  K →πνν
B → Kμμ,  B → Kee

B → K*μμ,  B → K*ee 

these channels are not
hopeless, but we need 
more work to extract the
interesting info...  
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After a long search (~ 30 years) one of the very clean rare mode has finally 
been observed

The observation of Bs→ μμ
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After a long search (~ 30 years) one of the very clean rare mode has finally 
been observed

The observation of Bs→ μμ
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After a long search (~ 30 years) one of the very clean rare mode has finally 
been observed

The LHCb experiment @ LHC: In pp collisions pairs of 
bb quarks are produced 
predominantly in  
forward (or backward) 
directions →  LHCb is a 
forward spectrometer

The observation of Bs→ μμ
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After a long search (~ 30 years) one of the very clean rare mode has finally 
been observed

BRSM
 (Bs

 → μμ) =  (3.65 ± 0.23)×10-9

BRexp =  (2.8 ± 0.7)×10-9

Once more consistency with the SM               but the error are still large...

The observation of Bs→ μμ
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The search for K→ πνν

An independent interesting search 
that is going on these days at 
CERN is the search for one of the 
clean modes of K decays 
(particularly challenging due to 
the small BR and the to neutrinos 
in the final state) → dedicated 
experiment  

BRSM
 (K+ → π+νν)     

=  (8.4 ± 1.0)×10-11
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The search for K→ πνν

Stay tuned...



Today's summary
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No clear indications of New Physics effects 

in meson-antimeson mixing amplitudes (detailed exploration)  

in clean rare B and K decays such as Bs
 → μμ (although here the exploration 

has only started, and the errors are still large...) 
 

Stringent bounds on couplings and masses of possible new particles

Either NP is very heavy...   ort   it has a non-trivial flavor-breaking pattern...

As we have seen by means of the Effective Theory approach to New Physics:
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